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 Blazing Miami sun. Cool classic cars. Dangerous undercover assignment. In Sidney Bristol's scorching
new Hot Rides series, the cars are fast and the romance is furious...

Aiden DeHart has a history--and secrets. His classic car garage is a front for an FBI operation. His current
mission: get some evidence from a drug dealer's ex-wife, then get out. Madison Haughton sending his engine
into overdrive isn't part of the plan, though, especially considering she might not be as innocent as Aiden
thought...

Since her divorce from her sleazeball ex, Madison has sworn off bad boys, gotten some sweet tattoos, and
become a star of Miami's roller derby scene. But however fast she skates, her ex is always on her tail. When
the sexy guy in the muscle car offers to help, he could be her ticket to safety--or a detour down a deadly
road...
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From reader reviews:

Maria Hernandez:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Sure, you
can choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to
take a walk, shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open or maybe read a book entitled Drive (Hot
Rides)? Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time with the
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have various other
opinion?

James Cooper:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them family or
their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent these people free time just watching TV, or maybe
playing video games all day long. If you wish to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look different you
can read some sort of book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you can
spent 24 hours a day to reading a book. The book Drive (Hot Rides) it is extremely good to read. There are a
lot of people that recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not
have enough space to deliver this book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this
book out of your smart phone. The price is not to cover but this book has high quality.

Lorri Nicholson:

The reason? Because this Drive (Hot Rides) is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for
you to snap the idea but latter it will jolt you with the secret this inside. Reading this book beside it was
fantastic author who also write the book in such awesome way makes the content interior easier to
understand, entertaining means but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this ever again or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of benefits
than the other book possess such as help improving your talent and your critical thinking method. So , still
want to hesitate having that book? If I were you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Isabel Martin:

Reading a book to be new life style in this year; every people loves to read a book. When you go through a
book you can get a lots of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, because book
has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds of book that you have
read. If you want to get information about your research, you can read education books, but if you want to
entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, in addition to soon. The
Drive (Hot Rides) provide you with new experience in studying a book.
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